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Abstract—In data platforms with thousands of data tables
available for exploration, users often need to retrieve some data
based on limited knowledge of the data sources and schema.
The task that automates retrieving attributes from an online
data lake given a set of entities from users is called “entity
augmentation”. The key for successful entity augmentation is
an accurate construction of semantic relationships between data
tables. Current techniques either focus on retrieving categorical
values or numerical values with pre-defined rules. Further, they
assume there are meta-data available for each table, such as texts
and tags. In this paper, we introduce a semantic graph for nu-
merical data augmentation that (i) matches columns with similar
semantic relationships without any meta-data from the tables; (ii)
infer the conversion rules among different numerical columns
based on the values. The approach is designed to be highly
scalable and parallel for large-scale data lakes with millions of
large datasets. We also propose efficient algorithms to construct
the semantic graph on a distributed computing environment
(i.e. Spark) and conduct numerical data augmentation using
the graph. Through comprehensive experiments on real-world
datasets, the approach is shown to (1) achieve better accuracy
on semantic matches and value conversions and (2) scales to the
tractable computation time on large-scale data. Finally, we also
present an interface to apply the semantic graph for real-world
scenarios.

Index Terms—Data lake, datasets, data discovery, attribute
discovery

I. INTRODUCTION

Data lakes have recently received considerable attention [1]–
[8] due to their key advantages in being schema-agnostic
and easy data access across a large variety of structured and
unstructured data [9]–[13]. Since data lakes consists of a
massive amount of datasets, even simple tasks such as finding
data tables or attributes that are similar to a given data table
or an attribute of interest to a user remains fundamentally
challenging problems [14]–[19]. In recent years, there have
been a proliferation of data tables and datasets on the web [20],
[21]. It was estimated in 2008 that 14.1 billion data tables exist
on the internet [22], and has increased exponentially over the
last decade.

The abundance and availability of large data lakes has
given rise to many important and challenging tasks. Previ-
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Fig. 1. Overview of discovering numerical attributes in data lake. Given a set
of records and an attribute (e.g. price), the goal is to (A) identify the attributes
and values to output to the result and (B) identify proper number conversion
without any pre-defined rules.

ous works have focused on entity linking [23]–[27], column
type prediction [28]–[30], dataset discovery [14]–[16], [31],
[32], data table understanding [4], data lake navigation [33],
among many others [17]–[19]. Many of these approaches
require additional meta-data [13], [20] such as text [4], [34],
[35], knowledge graphs [23], [36], or even large knowledge
bases [37]. Other work requires large amounts of labeled
training data [29], [30], which is sometimes even collected
via crowdsourcing [38].

In [39], Google’s Dataset Search was discussed.1 There is
an encouragement to improve the quality of meta-data, which
in turns will improve the searchability of data sets. While
search for data on meta-data rich sources can be more efficient,
the volume of data we generate is higher than our ability to
annotate the data. To facilitate this, an approach that does not
require meta-data is needed. The use cases here range from
data set search, entity search, attribute search, etc. The general
research question is what can we query efficiently without the
help of meta-data and pre-defined rules?

Specifically, we study the problem of discovering an at-
tribute from data sources (Figure 1). Given a set of records
(e.g. products), a user would like to search for the values of

1https://datasetsearch.research.google.com/
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an attribute (e.g. price), assuming the information are scattered
around the datasets in the data lake. Our goal is to first retrieve
the values from multiple tables. Afterward, even if we acquire
the values from the correct destination, we often need to
standardize the values. This is usual when attributes like prices
in different columns have different but semantically similar
meanings like currencies. Yet, these semantics are often not
defined explicitly so that we need to identify without hard-
coded conversions.

Thus, we introduce a semantic graph for entity augmentation
that identities relevant columns without requiring meta-data
from the tables and automatically infers the conversion rules
for the different numerical columns based on the observed
values. Despite the importance of these problems, existing
techniques either focus on retrieving categorical values or
numerical values with pre-defined rules [34]. Furthermore,
most of these works also assume the availability of meta-data
for each table [13], [40], [41] or even large knowledge bases
with matching entities [37]. In addition, our approach infers
the conversion rules among the different numerical columns
based on the values. These conversion rules aid explainability
and user verification as well.

The key contributions of this work are as follows:
(1) A novel semantic graph-based method for efficient discov-
ery of the most relevant data tables on the web (in sub-linear
time) with respect to a users query, along with an approach
that infers the missing values of a numerical column via the
relevant data tables returned. Notably, the approach also infers
the data transformation rules among the different numerical
columns from various datasets in the online data lake.
(2) A highly scalable parallel implementation of the approach
that supports solving these important problems over large-
scale data lakes consisting of millions of large datasets. The
method utilizes hashing strategies to be both fast and scalable
for interactive entity augmentation on large online data lakes.
(3) Comprehensive experiments demonstrate our approach’s
effectiveness as it achieves a significant speed-up with accu-
racy comparable to the state-of-the-art. This naturally enables
the approach to be amenable for real-time interactive augmen-
tation and missing value inference via relevant data tables on
the web.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion II summarizes related work whereas Section III formally
introduces the problem investigated in our work. Our approach
is presented in Section IV and the scalable computational
framework is described in Section V. Comprehensive exper-
iments demonstrating the effectiveness of our approach are
provided in Section VI. Section VII is the conclusion. Finally,
Section VIII discusses potential future works.

II. RELATED WORK

The amount of datasets available on the web is increas-
ingly drastically, and searching them is becoming ever more
important [42]. In recent years, there have been many works
that leverage the large amount of tables and datasets on the

web [20], [43], [44] for a variety of important problems,
including truth discovery [45], synonym discovery [46], data
transformation discovery [47], detecting data schemata [48],
key discovery from Wikipedia tables [18], among others [49].
Other works have used web tables to extract product spec-
ifications [50] and discovery new entities [51]. Using web
tables to augment cross-domain knowledge bases has also
been studied [52]. See [53] for a recent survey on extracting,
retrieving, and augmenting web tables.

Data lakes are becoming increasingly popular as they pro-
vide a schema-independent repository of data files [54]–[57].
Such data lakes have many data access benefits to users.
However, finding the appropriate data in such large-scale data
lakes remains a challenge [58]–[60]. One recent work focused
on navigation [33] of such data lakes using hierarchy [41].
Zhang et al. [7] introduced search and management tech-
niques for the Jupyter Notebook data science platform to help
users find training data and features for their models [61].
Some recent work focused on integrating data from relational
datasets via embeddings [62]. Similarly, knowledge graphs
have also been leveraged to improve various tasks over data
lakes [29], [60]. Another recent work developed visualization
tools to aid some of these tasks [40]. Sherlock [29] and
Sato [30] are two recent approaches for detecting the types
of columns in data tables. In particular, Sherlock [29] uses
a large corpus to train a deep learning model for classifying
the type of a column in a table. This approach works well
on highly represented columns, but fails for column types that
are not widely available in the training corpus. More recently,
Sato [30] combines a deep learning model that uses column
values with a topic model to obtain the appropriate context
for better column-type inference. For a recent survey on data
lakes, see [63].

The semantic graph derived in our work can be viewed as a
data structure for schema matching. The problem was studied
extensively. For further details on these works, see the sur-
vey [64]. There has also been work on fact checking statistical
claims via databases [65], finding constraint violations [66],
[67], and even resolving spatial inconsistencies [68]. Some
other work has focused on learning over uncleaned data [69].
There have also been many works on fairness clustering [70],
[71]. There have also been work on measuring data qual-
ity [72]. Other recent work has focused on automatically ver-
ifying the quality of data [73]. Recently, some work explored
column data augmentation using knowledge graphs [74]. In
particular, that work developed a tool called CAVA [74] that
helps analysts augment data by suggesting additional related
columns. However, they use most common columns as a proxy
to most related columns in the task. It is not clear that this is
a good proxy.

In this paper, we introduce a semantic graph for entity aug-
mentation that identities relevant columns without requiring
meta-data from the tables and automatically infers the con-
version rules for the different numerical columns based on the
observed values. Despite the importance of these problems, ex-
isting techniques either focus on retrieving categorical values
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or numerical values with pre-defined rules [34]. Furthermore,
most of these works also assume the availability of meta-data
for each table [13], [40], [41]. The work that is most related
to ours is Infogather+ [34]. They do a semantic matching
as well as numeric attribute discovery. Their limitation is
that they assume the conversion rules are known and their
implementation is mainly for web tables.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Data Model

Our work mainly focuses on acquiring numerical values
based on some categorical keys. Therefore, our input can be
formulated as a query table Q(K,A), where K is the key
column with categorical attributes and A is the augmenting
column with numerical attributes. The key column is populated
while the the augmenting column is empty. Noted that the key
column does not need to have a header defined.

In each table in the data lake T ∈ T , we assume it is a
relation T (K,B) where K is a set of categorical columns with
K as possible keys and B is a set of numerical columns with
B as possible referenced values for augmentation. We assume
the tables are independent to each other so that the values
are not a combination from multiple tables. Together, the data
discovery problem can be described as an Augmentation by
Attribute Name (ABA) problem as follows:

Definition 1. Augmentation by Attribute Name (ABA):
Given a query table Q(K,A) and a set of tables 〈T (K,B)〉 ∈
T , predict the value of each query record q ∈ Q on attribute
A.

Unlike other ABA problems on specific kinds of tables such
as web tables [34], we do not assume there are any meta data
like URLs or relevant texts surrounding the tables. In the later
discussion, we describe how to acquire similar contexts based
on the table itself.

B. Problem Statement

While ABA describes the data discovery problem in general,
the numerical data discovery scenario concerning our work
could be consolidated into a more precise problem statement.
For each record in the query table q ∈ Q, the numerical value
predicted q[Q.A] on attribute A is determined by first finding
a matched table T ∈ T that contains the values we want, then
extracting the records T ′ from T with the same key q[Q.K],
and finally predict the value v for q[Q.A] from T ′.B with a
score s. The whole problem thus can be defined as follows:

Definition 2. Number Augmentation by Attribute Name
(NABA): For each record q in the query table Q, find
a matched table T , obtain a subset of records T ′ =
{t ∈ T |q[Q.K] = t[T.K]}, and return a predicted value v =
r(T ′.B), where r is a function that semantically standardizes
the predicted values across the records in Q with a score s
for each value.

To standardize the values in the query table, the function r
should depend on the records in the query table, and take some

of the records as references. For example, the values obtained
from a monthly sales record should sum up when presented
with values obtained from a yearly sales record, or a price in
USD currency should multiply by 7.8 when presented with
prices in HKD currency. We define these conversions together
as follows:

T.B = θ ×AGG(T ′.B) (1)

where θ is a constant for multiplication and AGG(·) is an
aggregation function such as SUM, MEAN, or MIN.

C. Semantic Graph

To standardize values among different tables in the data
lake, we need to understand the semantic relationships among
the columns in the tables. Once the relationships are estab-
lished, a semantic graph G is formed and enables us to perform
the value augmentation. Our goal is to construct G (Figure 2)
with the following properties:
1) Nodes: Each node represents a possible key value pair

columns in a table, i.e., T (K,B). For a table with m
categorical columns and n numerical columns, there will
be m × n nodes corresponding to this table created. The
actual nodes will be based on the group-by aggregation
of T (K,B) on T.K which we will explain later, but they
will still represent a relation with one key column and one
numerical column.

2) Edges: An edge is established between two nodes T (K,B)
and T ′(K ′, B′) iff T.K and T ′.K ′ belong to the same
type of entity and T.B and T ′.B′ belong to the same
attribute of those entities. The edge encodes the conversion
rules T.B ↔ T ′.B′ with respect to the key columns and
contains a weight inversely proportional to the confidence
of the conversion rule inferred. We will discuss the use of
relationships and weights in the query processing steps in
the following sections.

D. Data Preprocessing

To facilitate the construction of semantic graph, as well as
bridging the gaps between our problem statement with real
data, we conduct two preprocessing steps to on the data tables:
detecting types of columns and entity matching. Note that there
are several ways to achieve similar results, and we leave the
discussion of best approaches in future work.
Detecting Types of Columns. To determine whether each
column is a key column or a numerical column, we simply
check if all entries can be casted to numbers, (e.g., using
toDouble).
Entity Matching. In the ongoing discussions, there are some
scenarios where we need to determine whether the columns
are similar from different tables regardless of the values in the
columns, for the purpose of efficient computations. We use
pre-trained word embeddings (i.e., FastText [75]) to transform
the column names into real-valued vectors and group similar
vectors with Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH). Without the
loss of generality, the equality between columns’ entities (i.e.,
T.K = T ′.K ′ or T.B = T ′.B′) refers to the equality of hash
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Fig. 2. Semantic graph constructed in the data lake. The nodes represent a key value pair obtained from any two columns from the same table in the data
lake. An edge is constructed when two nodes can form a semantic relationship on the numerical columns between the nodes. These edges can be constructed
by inferring the relationships between records with same keys (K edges) or between the context columns attached on the nodes (C edges).

values of the columns’ embeddings throughout the remaining
discussions.

IV. SEMANTIC GRAPH CONSTRUCTION

Recall that the use of the semantic graph is to connect the
tables when the keys and values from the same entities are
scattered among different tables. In the following discussion,
we will describe two staged approaches to discover the con-
nections (i.e., edges) among the column pairs (i.e., nodes).
Then, we will present the algorithms to efficiently compute
them.

A. Key Match Approach

Given a set of key-value relations T (K,B) from the tables
in the data lake, one way to connect them is to join the
relations by their key columns, and then among the joined
records where t[T.K] = t′[T ′.K ′], we try to see if the
values between the numerical columns can establish some
kinds of semantic relationships. Some examples of semantic
relationships can be found as follows (Figure 3):
1) One-to-one: The most straightforward relationship is that

the numerical values between the joined records are the
same (Figure 3(A)). When keys from both nodes are
selected, we only need to return the values.

2) Linear Dependence: In situations like currency conver-
sions, the numerical values exhibit some linear relation-
ships between the relations (Figure 3(B)). We say that two
nodes are linearly dependent if there exists a constant α
that t[T.B] = αt′[T ′.B′] for the joined records t, t′.

3) Relationships After Aggregation: Some situations like
monthly and yearly records require us to do a group-by to
identify the relationships (Figure 3(C)). When keys from
these relations are selected, we can pick the aggregation
methods that result in the connections of the nodes.

The above-mentioned relationships can exist together. For
example, the relationship between a monthly sales record in
USD and a yearly sales record in HKD is a linear dependence
after group-by operations. Also, a one-to-one relationship is

a linear dependence with slope equals to one. To generalize
the relationship annotations, we define the nodes as possible
results of T (K,B) after group-by aggregations (Figure 3(C)).
For example, a numerical column in a node now represents
values of the MEAN of the original numerical column based on
the keys from a categorical column in a table. To be specific,
we define the nodes in the semantic graph as follows.

Definition 3. A node in the semantic graph encodes a relation
T(K,B) formed by a numerical column T.B from a table from
the data lake after a group-by aggregation based on the keys
from a categorical column T.K.

Each of the newly constructed nodes is representing a table
with two columns T (K,B). The key column’s values will
be unique in each node. This is actually an assumption in the

Fig. 3. Common examples of semantic relationships of key matched columns:
(A) one-to-one relationships; (B) linear dependence, and; (C) relationships
after aggregations.
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ABA problem in Definition 1. We only reduce the many-to-one
(or many-to-many) relationships to one-to-one relationships
with group-by aggregations to make the assumption holds.
For a slight optimization in implementation, we can detect if
the keys in the column are unique before generating multiple
tables with aggregated values.

Once the nodes are defined in such settings, we can detect
if there is any relationship by measuring the linear dependence
(i.e., y = θ × x) between the joined values between two
nodes. To achieve this, we can use linear regression solver and
enforce the intercept to be zero. Then we use the coefficient
of determination as the weight w of the edge as follows:

w = R2 = 1−
∑
i(yi − θ × xi)2∑

i(yi − y)
(2)

where y is the average over yi. Then we only consider edges
where w is below a certain threshold. Note that the relationship
between two numerical columns are based on the key columns,
and the θ refers the multiplier from one column to another
column (i.e. directed). To simplify the coming discussions,
we define these edges as K-edges as follows:

Definition 4. A K-edge is an edge between two nodes that (1)
encodes multipliers of (T.B → T ′.B′) : θ and (T ′.B′ →
T.B) : 1

θ ; (2) contains a weight w from Equation 2 as
the inverse strength of the relationship, and; (3) reveals the
relationships between T.B and T ′.B′ conditioned on T.K and
T ′.K ′.

B. Context Match Approach

With the key match approach, relationships between two
tables can be detected only if they share some keys. With
this limitation, we relationships between tables with similar
semantics can not be discovered if they share no keys. How-
ever, our observation is that we can study the contexts of these
edges to infer the relationships between nodes that do not
share the same keys. For example, given two key value pairs
T (product, price) from two tables T (product, place, price) in
Figure 4, we can observe that although place column is not
treated as the key column, entries of the place column of
the rows shared common keys provide a meaning semantic
relationship with price values.

To formulate this observation, we annotate the nodes with
an extra categorical column K̂ from the same original data
table (i.e., K̂,K ∈ K) if the records’ attributes in T.K imply
the attributes in T.K̂ (i.e., t[T.K]⇒ t[T.K̂]). For example, if
the “country” column has a one-to-many relationship with the
“product” column a table, we annotate the “country” column
to every nodes that contains the “product” column in the table
node. Noted that there could be more than one annotated
columns on T (K,B).

Thus, after the annotations and key match approach in Sec-
tion IV-A, we also have records from key pairs (k̂, k̂′) of two
annotated columns (T.K̂, T.K̂ ′) between different nodes with
linear relationships (Figure 4). Together with the K edges, we
get a set of vectors < k̂, k̂′, T.K̂, T ′.K̂ ′, T.B, T ′.B′, θ, w >.
These vectors could help us to recover relationships in cases

Fig. 4. An example of context feature extracted after the key match approach.

there are tables T (K̂,B), T ′(K̂ ′, B′) with no matched keys,
where we can fill in the relationships with θ.

Undoubtedly, the vectors collected from all K-edges might
contain the same values of keys with different θ, w. It means
that these contexts collected from individual edges cannot
generalize to all edges. To decide whether the value of θ holds
for a combination of vector values, we group the tuples (θ, w)
by (k̂, k̂′, T.K̂, T ′.K̂ ′, T.B, T ′.B′) from all vectors to measure
the dispersion of θ. To be specific, we computed the Variance-
to-Mean Ratio (VMR) from these tuples and keep the contexts
(k̂, k̂′, T.K̂, T ′.K̂ ′, T.B, T ′.B′) that the VMR is below one.
Afterward, we retrieve nodes with tables T.K̂ or T ′.K̂ ′ as
annotated columns and T.B or T ′.B′ as numerical columns.
Note that multiple values of k̂ or k̂′ can exist in the same
nodes. Therefore, before adding any edges, we can split the
nodes by T.K̂ or T ′.K̂ ′ and copy the K-edges that are attached
to the original nodes to the newly formed nodes. Then, we add
an edge between the node corresponding to (k̂, T.K̂, T.B) and
the node corresponding to (k̂′, T ′.K̂ ′, T ′.B′), and annotate
them with θ and w = VMR. For coming discussions, we
define the edges related to context match as C-edges as
follows:

Definition 5. A C-edge is an edge between two nodes
that (1) encodes multipliers of (T.B → T ′.B′) : θ and
(T ′.B′ → T.B) : 1

θ ; (2) contains a weight w from VMR as
the inverse strength of the relationship, and; (3) reveals the
relationships between T.B and T ′.B′ conditioned on (k̂, T.K̂)
and (k̂′, T ′.K̂ ′).

V. COMPUTATIONAL FRAMEWORK

In this section, we describe how to implement the semantic
graph, as well as how the graph is applied to query processing
when users conduct data discovery tasks.

A. Semantic Graph Computation

We first introduce an overview approach to compute the
nodes and edges introduced in Section IV. Then, we introduce
the indexes needed to speed up the pipeline as well as an
approximation strategy to speed up the edge finding step in
the key match approach, which is one of the main bottlenecks.
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ALGORITHM 1: Approach Overview
Input : T — tables in data lake
Output: K,C — a set of K-edges and C-edges

threshold — threshold for keeping the edges

1 T← [] /* new tables encoded on each node */
2 for T (K,B) ∈ T do
3 for T.K in K do /* iterate over key columns */
4 Perform a group-by aggregation on T based on T.K for T.B
5 Keep the context key columns T.K̂ where T.K implies T.K̂.
6 T.push(T (K, K̂,B))
7 Initialize K as a table with columns (T.K, T.B, T ′.K′, T ′.B′, θ, w)
8 Initialize C as a table with columns (k̂, k̂′, T.K̂, T ′.K̂′, T.B, T ′.B′, θ, w)
9 for T (K, K̂,B) ∈ T do /* key match approach */

10 Join T (K, K̂,B) with other tables T ′ in T by T.K
11 for each joined relation (T ./ T ′) do
12 for (B ∈ B, B′ ∈ B′) in T ./ T ′ do /* iterate possible

combinations of (T.B, T ′.B′) */
13 compute the θ in Section IV-A between two columns
14 if w < threshold then
15 push ((T.K, T.B)→ (T ′.K′, T ′.B′), θ, w) to K for

t ∈ T ./ T ′ do /* get context vectors */
16 push ((t[T.K̂], t[T.K̂′], T.K̂, T ′.K̂′, T.B,

T ′.B′, θ, w)) to C
/* Context Match Approach */

17 Perform a group-by on C by (k̂, k̂′, T.K̂, T ′.K̂′, T.B, T ′.B′) and
aggregate (θ, w) with Variance Mean Ratio as new w in Section IV-B

18 Filter records in C with w < threshold

1) Algorithm Overview: The overview of semantic graph
construction is illustrated in Algorithm 1. First, we prepare
each table in the data lake as a set of group-by tables on all
numerical columns with each of its key columns (line 1 — 8).
Then, we conduct the key match approach for constructing the
K-edges (line 11 — 16). Last, we prepare the C-edges from
the context vectors collected during the key match approach
(line 17 — 18).

For the key match approach, we find potential edges be-
tween nodes by joining the tables by the keys in T.K. The
joined tables will have all the numerical columns from two
tables. Therefore, we can compute the linear relationships
between them by pairwise comparisons of the two sets of
numerical columns. The comparisons will result in two pairs
of (key, numerical) columns with the linear relationship and
weight, which we can return them as edges if the weight (i.e.,
R2 in Equation 2) is below some thresholds.

For the context match approach, noted that we can already
prepared the context columns when performing group-by
aggregations on the original tables (line 5). We can check if
every records inside each group-by keys are unique. Also, the
context vectors can be prepared when K-edges are produced
(line 15). Thus, after the key match approach, we can perform
a group-by on the context vectors to measure the VMR as
weights to identify the C-edges.

2) Speed Up By Building Indexes: To speed up the pipeline,
we can first build indexes to avoid comparing all table joins
(line 12-13). It is because computing the linear relationships
θ is only meaningful if (1) the key columns are related, and
(2) the columns share similar key values. Thus, we can build
a set of inverted indexes (k, T.K, T ) where k is the key value,
T.K is the name of the key column, and T is the table name.
By grouping the indexes with k and T.K, we can identify a
set of tables that are meaningful to be joined, without looping

each table with all tables in the data lake.
3) Speed Up with Data Sketches: Another bottleneck for

the computation is the need of comparing every numerical
columns in the joined tables (line 12). The operation is
quadratic with regards to the number of columns, since there is
a pairwise comparison to decide whether each pair of columns
has a linear relationship.

To avoid pairwise comparisons, one of the solutions is the
hash the numerical columns with a hash function h(b) into
an integer (i.e., bucket) such that the columns in the same
bucket are likely to have high degrees of correlations. In a
joined table, the numerical columns have the same number of
rows, which allow us to treat every column as a n-dimensional
vector, where n equals to the number of records. Then, the
correlation between two sets of values is equivalent to the
angle θ between two vectors. If we randomly pick a hyperplane
through the origin in the n-dimensional space, then the proba-
bility that the vectors lie on the same side of the plane will be
(1 - θ

π ). To leverage this observation, let f1, f2, . . . , fc ∈ Rk
be random k-dimensional vectors. Then, columns B and B′

are in the same bucket if sgn(Bi · fi) = sgn(B′i · fi) for all i.
In a way, we can look at sgn(B ·f1), sgn(B ·f2) . . . sgn(B ·fc)
as a binary string of length c representing the bucket number.
Vectors with the same distribution will be mapped into the
same bucket whereas vectors with different distributions will
likely be mapped into different buckets.

B. Query Processing

Remind that for some input keys k1, . . . , kn and a numerical
column B, we want to figure out r1 × k1.B, . . . , rn × kn.B.
Thus, we first need to identify a source node ns which has
a corresponding table representing the semantic B. Once we
find ns, then for each key ki, we need to identify a path pi
from ns to nt, where nt is a node containing ki in its key
column. By using the path pi, we can extract ki.C and the
linear transformation by multiplying θ throughout the path.
Therefore, the query processing step is as follows:

1) Finding the right connecting component. At a first step,
we look at connected components containing maximum
number of the desired keys k1, . . . , kn. Let χ1 . . . χ`
be the connected components with B as the numerical
column. Let χ = χi∗ be the target connected component.

2) Finding the source node. In a connected component χ,
the source node s can be chosen arbitrarily or based
on the user’s selection (e.g., choosing the currency the
user wants for standardization). Choosing source this way
allows us to find k1.B, . . . , kn.B (if those information
exists in the connected component) and put them in the
same format. If the target format Z and the format Zs of
s is known, then it is possible to convert all values into
format Z afterwards, as a post-processing.

3) Finding the shortest paths. For each s − t path p, wp
represents the error of θp, which can be interpreted as
the confidence level of linear dependence between the
columns. Hence, for a key k containing in node t, we
want to find a path pk with minimum wpk . Such a path
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can be found using any single-source weighted shortest
path algorithm like Dijkstra or Bellman-Ford [76].

C. Implementation
We implement the semantic graph construction pipeline

in Spark computing framework [77]. It provides efficient
parallelism in distributed platform for concurrent operations
such as JOIN or GROUP BY. Once the query processing graph
is computed, we can save the nodes, connected components,
and edges to a database with indexes for efficient operations
in a standalone platform.

VI. EVALUATION

In this section, we describe the experiments on our pipeline.
Our goal is to demonstrate that:

1) Our approach provides more accurate augmentations
compared on various scenarios and real datasets.

2) Our graph construction pipeline scales to process real life
datasets. For example, a graph with 5 billion edges can
be computed within hours.

3) The semantic graph and query processing enables an in-
teractive user interface for a new visual analysis approach.

A. Datasets and Environment
We use the following datasets for the experiments:
• Synthetic data generated from an eCommerce dataset2.

There are 50,000 unique products from the sales
record. Each record from the eCommerce dataset con-
tains product_id, category and sales_price in
USD. We replicate the records with different currencies
from a set of pre-defined conversions and split the records
in multiple tables to see whether we can recover the
original table with the same currency with different
approaches.

• Real datasets from the UK Open Data3. The UK Open
Data contains data lakes from various topics. We mainly
use these datasets to evaluate the scalability of our
approaches. We crawled the data lakes with from the
topics as follows:
– Business and Economy (1,059 tables); dataset related

to small businesses, industry, imports, exports and
trade.

– Environment (1,559 tables); dataset related to weather,
flooding, rivers, air quality, geology and agriculture.

– Government Spending (10,093 tables); dataset related
to payments by government departments over £25,000.

– Health (724 tables); dataset related to smoking, drugs,
alcohol, medicine performance and hospitals.

– Society (438 tables); dataset related to employment,
benefits, household finances, poverty and population.

Our experiments were performed in an Azure Databricks
platform. The computing resources included a Hadoop cluster
with 16 cores and 56GB memory (aka. Standard_DS5_v2
configurations).

2https://www.kaggle.com/mkechinov/ecommerce-behavior-data
3https://data.gov.uk/

Fig. 5. Accuracy on synthetic sales data.

B. Accuracy

We provide two other approaches that could address the
challenges of augmenting attributes. Other than building a
semantic graph, we can treat the problem as a missing value
imputation problem. We can train a regression model from
samples with the same keys from different tables and predicts
the multiplier towards a source table. The comparison of such
approach is to build a linear regressor which fills in the
values by learning features from the data tables [78]. With the
regression models, we evaluate our approaches to understand
the quality of data augmentation between regressions and
graph based approaches.

We generate the synthetic data from the eCommerce dataset
by varying the number of tables and the number of records
in each table. In each table, the records are sampled from
the original 50,000 records with replacement, and each table
is assigned a currency with a “country” column (e.g., in a
table with product_price in “USD”, each record will have
“USA” as values in the country column). For the first set
of experiments, we fix the number of records to 50 for each
table and vary the number of tables from 2,000 to 10,000. For
the second set of experiments, we fix the number of tables
to 2,000 and vary the number of records from 50 to 500.
As we aim to recover the original table’s information, our
Number Augmentation consists of all product_ids from the
original table, and the attribute we look for is the “price”.
For standardization, we use a randomly selected table that has
“USA” in its “country” column as the source table. Since
the sales items’ prices are in different ranges and our goal is
to acquire the correct values, given a set of predicted values
vp ∈ Vp and original values vo ∈ Vo, the accuracy metric is
defined as:

accuracy =
|{(vp, vo)∀RE(vp, vo) < 5%}|

|Vo|

where RE is the relative error of predictions on the original
values.

The result is shown in Figure 5. We can see that the accuracy
from our semantic graph approach improves to become better
than the regression models when the number of tables and
number of records in each table increase. When the keys from
the query are scattered sparsely in data lake, sampling becomes
much harder to provide sufficient insights for machine learning
models to perform well. Yet, the abundance of data lake can
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TABLE I
THE TABLE SHOWS THE RUN TIME AND SEMANTIC GRAPH OUTCOMES FOR REAL DATASETS IN THE UK OPEN DATA. THE #Rows / Table REPRESENTS

THE average number of rows in each table IN THE DATASET.

Run Time Breakdown No. of Edges Detected

Dataset #Tables (#Rows / Table) Create Index Schema Matching Key Match Context Match Key Edges Context Edges

Business and Economy 1,059 (927) 36.0 sec 50 sec 1.84 min 2.49 min 73,364 35,053,722
Environment 1,559 (1,430) 14 sec 36 sec 3.87 min 8.02 min 101,270 168,254,501

Government Spending 10,093 (1,430) 46.76 sec 1.91 min 4.44 min 2.2 hr 5,360,525 5,125,454,603
Health 729 (30,199) 1.35 min 1.67 min 2.14 min 1.1hr 159,350 242,711,884
Society 438 (2,481) 2.76 min 2.95 min 3.84 min 4.36 min 4,736 3,126

Fig. 6. Our user interface demonstrating the functionality of the semantic graph on an online data platform.

help our approaches to improve to enhance data discovery.
Also, the addition of contexts to connect the semantic graph
also provides better outcome to the standardization when
records are few in each table.

We also evaluate the approaches with the real datasets from
the data lakes in the UK Open Data. Since the real datasets do
not contain any ground truths, we are more interested in the
number of semantic edges we discover using our approaches in
Section IV-A and IV-B. The results are shown in Table V-C.
It can be seen that the context match approach detects sig-
nificantly more edges than the key match approach. This is
reasonable since even though there exists many columns with
semantic relationships among different datasets, they might
not share common keys. As a result, we need to leverage the
relationships detected between semantically matched columns
with keys to retrieve the semantic columns without the keys.

C. Runtime Performance

We provide a end-to-end evaluation of the computations of
different components to show that each of our stages in the
pipeline can scale to real data lakes. We report the time taken
to compute each component in creating our semantic graphs on

the real datasets in the UK Open Data in Table V-C. It can be
understood that the time scales in proportion to the amount
of outputs in each stage. We notice that the hard disk i/o
takes significant effects on the computation time. Nonetheless,
creating a semantic graph for over ten thousands of tables (i.e.,
Government Spending) only requires less than three hours with
a moderate sized computing cluster, which is reasonable for
practical sized data lakes.

D. Case Study

Now we discuss the user interface we developed for the
proposed approach. Notably, it uses the semantic graph to
enable a variety of data discovery features for use in a data
exploratory platform (Figure 6). We iteratively refined the
design through semi-structured interviews with two marketers
who analyze visitor behavior logs for large online retail stores.
Our use case is concerned about the automatic currency
conversion on sales records from multinational corporations.
First, users can fill in the sales items (i.e., keys) they want
and the “price” column (i.e., attributes) to look for the price
values that are scattered in the data lake (Figure 6(1)). Then,
the system will first retrieve all the matched key value pairs
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from the same connected component in the semantic graph,
and display the original values from each data table. Users
can browse the original data table on each record by checking
the rows in the result (Figure 6(2)). Then, they can select a
data table as source node to conduct the standardization of the
values. For verification, users can browse the directed graph
that shows the linear relationships of the edges that connect
the standardized value and the source table to understand what
how the conversion is conducted (Figure 6(3)).

In summary, our proposed system allows analysts to quickly
retrieve standardized records from many tables in the data lake
without manual number conversions. We believe such user ex-
perience will inspire new audience management technologies
and commercial solutions that were not possible before.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a graph-based approach for numerical
data augmentation on data lakes. In particular, our approach
matches columns with similar semantic relationships without
any meta-data from the tables, and infers the conversion
rules among different numerical columns based on the values.
Our approach is carefully designed to be fast, efficient, and
parallel for large-scale data lakes with millions of datasets. We
also proposed efficient parallel algorithms for constructing the
semantic graph on a distributed computing environment (e.g.,
Spark). The experiments demonstrated the effectiveness of our
approach as it achieves better accuracy on semantic matches
and value conversations while being highly efficient for large-
scale data that arises in practice. Finally, we developed a user
interface for our proposed approach and used it to enable
a variety of data discovery features in a real-world data
exploration platform.

VIII. FUTURE WORKS

There are various aspects where we leave for future works.
The experiments should be done in a more streamlined manner
on more datasets with various, potentially bigger, sizes. Storing
the semantic graph can use memory extensively. This can
be studied further. In fact, it is possible not to store the
whole graph and only retrieve needed portion of the graph
from storage. We focus only on two transformation, namely,
aggregation and multiplication. Other transformation should be
considered as well in the future works. For example, an entry
value in a column could be a result of user-defined function
from two or more columns, e.g., an expense from using a
cloud cluster can be derived from CPU up-time and storage
usages. While we assume static datasets here, real-world data
can be evolving over time. Therefore, the semantic graph
might need to be updated. Recomputing it from scratch can
be costly. A systematic way to modifying to semantic graph
directly is more preferable and should be considered. Our
approach is Monte Carlo. When doing an imputation, it might
be beneficial to consider more than one possibilities, with
different confidence scores. The ultimate choice should then be
made by the end users. Finally, we believe that our approach
can be applied in many scenarios. It would be interesting to
see more studies on this approach on different applications.
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